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SIL® is for users who don’t want to deep dive
into implementation details of Jira, and or
for users who don’t know Groovy/Java.

Unlike writing in Groovy/ Java, SIL® removes
the need to account for dependencies,
classes, and packages before scripting to
alter Jira.

One of our users summed it up best, "Using
SIL® I can just follow the workflow logic, I
don't need to switch my mind to another
subject. It helps to keep focus on business
requirements, and tasks rather than needing
to recall a programming language."

SIL® ENGINE:

POWER SCRIPTS™ FOR JIRA

POWER DATABASE FIELDS PRO ®

POWER ACTIONS®

POWER CUSTOM FIELDS®

POWER SCRIPTS™ FOR CONFLUENCE

WHAT IS SIL®? Simple Issue Language® (SIL®) is an easy to learn scripting language

POWER DASHBOARD REPORTS AND GADGETS

Apps powered by
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The SIL® abstraction layer de-risks your technical debt from Jira allowing you to: SIL®

IMPLEMENT FAST SOLUTIONS

EXTENSIBLE ECOSYTEM SIMPLE TO USE

PORTABLE

• Doesn’t break on upgrades or 
maintenance periods

• Guardrails and Governance

• Universal across Server, Data 
Center, and Cloud

• Federated Atlassian platform use 
cases 

• Non-technical / batteries included

• No Groovy, Jira SDK or Jira Plugin Dev. 
knowledge needed

• Reduce dependency on multiple vendors 

• Scripting is one part of the story

• Actions / Live Fields / Databases 

• Implement and tailor custom 
solutions 
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VARIABLES are containers that you can store values in. 

The general syntax for declaring a variable is: <type>myVariable;

After declaring a variable, you can give it a value: myVariable = ‘Bob’;

You can do both these operations on the same line if you wish: string myVariable = ‘Bob’;

You can retrieve the value by just calling the variable by name:

After giving a variable a value, you can later choose to change it:

myVariable;

string myVariable = ‘Bob’;

myVariable = ‘Steve’;;
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STANDARD VARIABLES
Here’s a list of variables that are already defined in a SIL® environment, and that you can use immediately: 

• affectedVersions

• assignee

• attachments

• components

• created

• description

• dueDate

• environment

• estimate

• fixVersions

• id

• issueType

summary = “New summary for issue”;

if(status == “Open”) {

priority = “High”;

}

• issueTypeId

• key

• labels

• originalEstimate

• parent

• parentId

• priority

• priorityId

• project

• projectId

• reporter

• resolution

• resolutionId

• securityLevel

• securityLevelId

• status

• statusId

• summary

• timeSpent

• updated

• votes

• watchers

• workflow

• workflowId
For more information about using Standard Variables see 

the documentation
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DATA TYPES Note that variables may hold values that have different data types:

TYPE EXPLANATION EXAMPLE
String A sequence of text known as a string. To signify that the value is a string, you must

enclose it in quote marks.

string myVariable = 'Bob';

Number A number. Numbers don't have quotes around them. number myVariable = 10;

Boolean A True/False value. The words true and false are special keywords in SIL®, and don't

need quotes.

boolean myVariable = true;

Date A date, like "2010-03-30" date myVariable = '07/10/2018';

Interval A time interval, like "2d 3h" Interval myVariable = '2d 3h';

So, why do we need variables? Well, variables are needed to do anything interesting in programming. If values couldn't change, then you couldn't do 

anything dynamic, like update an issue in Jira or send a custom email.

For more information about Data Types see the documentation
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ARRAY

Here’s what the SIL® code would look like:
• Apple

• Banana

• Grape

• Kiwi

• Strawberry

• Watermelon

string [] fruit = {"Apple", "Banana", "Grape", "Kiwi", 

"Strawberry", "Watermelon"}; return fruit[2];

For more information about Arrays see the documentation

Advanced Variables

Arrays are variables that contain multiple values or a

list of values. For example, a single string variable,

called Fruit, could contain the following values:

This code would return “Grape” because the first position in an array is 0.
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STRUCTS

Here is how you would use a struct:

struct contact {

string firstName;

string lastName:

string address1;

string address2;

string phoneNumber;

string emailAddress;

number contactId;

date birthday;

}

Contact newContact;

newContact.firstName = “Jonathan”;

newContact.lastName = “Muse”;

newContact.birthday = “05/02/1979”;

Return newContact.firstName;

For more information about Structs see the documentation

Advanced Variables

Structs are similar to arrays in that they can hold multiple values. However, structs are more defined to hold specific data. 

For example, here is a struct for a contact:
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CUSTOM FIELD TYPES
SIL® automatically converts custom field values to SIL® values.

CUSTOM FIELD TYPE SIL® TYPE EXPLANATIONS & USAGE
Version Field string String representing the version name

User Picker string String representing the username, not the full name of 
the user.

URL Field string

Text Field string String containing the text

Text Area string String containing the text

Select List string String containing the selected value

Radio Buttons string String containing the selected value

Project Picker string String containing the selected project key

Number Field number

Multi Version Field string [] String array containing the version names

Multi User Picker string [] String array containing the selected values (usernames)

Multi Select string [] String array containing the selected values

Multi Group Picker string [] String array containing the selected values

Multi Checkboxes string [] String array containing the selected checkboxes

Labels Field string [] String array containing the labels

Group Picker string

Date Time date

Date Picker date

Cascading Select string [] String array with 2 elements the root and the child
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COMMENTS

/*

Everything in between is a comment.

*/

// This is a comment

You can put comments into SIL® code, just as you can in most other languages:

If your comment contains no line breaks, it's often easier to put it behind two slashes like this:
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OPERATORS An operator is a mathematical symbol which produces a result based on two values (or variables). In the following table 

you can see some of the simplest operators, along with some examples to try out in the SIL® Runner Gadget console.

For more information about data types see the documentation

OPERATOR EXPLANATION SYMBOL(S) EXAMPLE

Addition Used to add two numbers together or glue 
two strings together.

+
6 + 9;
"Hello " + "world!";

Subtraction, Multiplication, Division These do what you'd expect them to do in 
basic math.

-, *, /
9 - 3;
8 * 2; // multiply in SIL® is an asterisk
9 / 3;

Assignment You've seen this already: it assigns a value to 
a variable.

= string myVariable = 'Bob';

Equality
Does a test to see if two values are equal to 
one another and returns 
a true/false (Boolean) result.

==
number myVariable = 3;
myVariable == 4;

Not, Does-not-equal

Returns the logically opposite value of what 
it precedes; it turns a true into a false, etc. 
When it is used alongside the Equality 
operator, the negation operator tests 
whether two values are not equal.

!, !=

The basic expression is true, but the comparison returns false because 
we've negated it:

number myVariable = 3;
myVariable != 3;

Here we are testing "is myVariable NOT equal to 3". This 
returns false because myVariable IS equal to 3.

number myVariable = 3;
myVariable != 3;
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CONDITIONALS

string iceCream = “chocolate”;

if (iceCream == “chocolate”) {

print(“Yay, I love chocolate ice cream!”);    

} else {

print(“Awwww, but chocolate is my favorite...”);    

}

Code structures which allow you to test if an expression returns true or not, running alternative code revealed by its result. A very common 

form of conditionals is the if ... else statement. For example:

The expression inside the if ( ... ) is the test — this uses the

identity operator (as described above) to compare the

variable iceCream with the string chocolate to see if the two

are equal. If this comparison returns true, the first block of

code is run. If the comparison is not true, the first block is

skipped and the second code block, after the else statement,

is run instead.
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ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS

string [] fruit = {"Apples", "Bananas", "Grapes", "Kiwi", "Strawberry’s", "Watermelon"};

For(string f in fruit) {

runnerLog(“I like to eat “ + f);

}

/*

the output of the loop would look like this:

I like to eat Apples

I like to eat Bananas

I like to eat Grapes

I like to eat Kiwi

I like to eat Strawberry’s

I like to eat Watermelon

*/

The for statement provides a compact way to iterate

over a range of values. Programmers often refer to it

as the for loop because it repeatedly loops until a

particular condition is satisfied.

For a complete list and more information about Statements see 

the documentation
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ROUNTINES

addComment(“Test-123”, “jmuse”, “This comment was added by SIL®!”); //adds a comment to an issue

//or

sendEmail(projectmanager, teamleader1, "Transition executed", currentUser() + " has executed a transition"); //sends a custom email

//or

printInFile("C:/story.txt", "Once upon a time..."); //writes text to a file

In order to keep things simple, predefined functions, or routines, were added to SIL®. These routines replace what would often be dozens, 

sometimes hundreds of lines of Java or Groovy code with a single line of SIL® code.

For a complete list of Routines see the documentation
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INCLUDES & USER DEFINED ROUTINES

The include statement allows you to execute code and use

UDRs that are written in other SIL® files. This can improve

readability and make your code more manageable.

function increment(number a){

a = a + 1; // the value of a is only modified locally

return a;

}

number b = 0;

number c = increment(b); // the value of b does not change

print(b);  // this prints 0

print(c);  // this prints 1

include "path/to/incrementFile.incl";

// the increment function has now been added to this 

code

number b = 0;

number c = increment(b);

print(c); 

For more information see the documentation

User-defined routines (UDR) are functions that perform

specific actions that you can define in your SIL® programs for

a later use. These can considerably improve the readability

and maintainability of your code.
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STRUCTURE OF A SIL® PROGRAM

• INCLUSIONS

The structure of a SIL® program should look like:

• VARIABLE DECLARATIONS 

• USER-DEFINED ROUTINES DECLARATIONS

• ACTUAL CODE

1.

2.

3.
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T H A N K  Y O U
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